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ecent weeks have seen the enormous influence of, and interest by, Milwaukee Bar
Association members in state and local bar
activities. The State Bar of Wisconsin (SBW) held its
annual election in late April and the MBA elections are set
to occur this month. And both demonstrate the vitality of
the MBA.
Let’s start with the SBW election. Because this is a
“Milwaukee year,” the race featured two prominent
Milwaukee lawyers, Tom Shriner of Foley & Lardner, and
Mike Guerin of Gimbel, Reilly, Guerin & Brown.
Excellent lawyers, consummate professionals, and truly
nice people (this third quality doesn’t always coincide with
the first two), Tom and Mike presented the state bar with a
no-lose proposition regardless of whom was elected. Of
more immediate note is that Tom and Mike have been
extraordinarily supportive of the MBA and deeply
involved in its leadership over the years. Tom served on
the MBA’s Board of Directors and chairs the Memorials
Committee, which organizes the annual remembrance of
local lawyers who have died during the preceding year.
(This year’s Memorial Service will occur in the
Milwaukee County Courthouse on Friday, May 14, 2004
at 10:45 a.m.) Mike also served on the MBA Board and
was the MBA President for 2000-01. Mike will make an
excellent SBW President and will, I’m sure, draw on MBA
membership and resources in accomplishing his goals.
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On Saturday, May 1, area attorneys volunteered
to help the public with legal questions. Law Day volunteers spent the day at the Shops of Grand
Avenue, Bayshore Mall, Milwaukee Public Library
— Martin Luther King Branch, United Community
Center Middle School and the Wauwatosa Public
Library. Law Day is a joint project of the Milwaukee
Bar Association, Association for Women Lawyers,
Milwaukee Young Lawyers Association, Wisconsin
Association of African American Lawyers and
Wisconsin Hispanic Lawyers Association.
Special thanks to all the volunteers who helped
make Law Day 2004 a success.
Site Coordinators
Bayshore Mall
Joan Farrell



AWL’s Women Judges’ Night
April 27, 2004



Milwaukee Public Library
Patricia McGowan



United Community Center Middle School
Jason Cleereman, Maria Flores
& Deborah Powers



Our own MBA elections are in the offing and, as I
write this column, I am greatly impressed by the number,
quality, and dedication of the candidates. Running for the
office of vice president, are retired chief judge Michael
Skwierawski and J. Ric Gass. Mike Skwierawski presently serves on the MBA Board and before his retirement
presided as a circuit court judge in Milwaukee County
since 1978. Ric Gass is a well-known, accomplished trial
lawyer with the firm of Gass, Weber, & Mullins LLC.
Both Mike and Ric possess the skills, talent, and experience to lead the MBA with distinction when the vice president assumes the presidency two years from now. More to
the point, the MBA is fortunate that two such distinguished
lawyers are willing to undertake the time and effort
demanded of this position.
There are two other sets of contested MBA races that
must also be mentioned. First, the three open positions on
the board of directors are being sought by a slate of seven
(7) candidates. Although space limitations do not allow
even the briefest sketch of their professional skills, the
number, quality, and diversity of the candidates attests to
the robust interest in the MBA and bodes well for its future
leadership. A second set of candidates is competing for
two open positions on the Judicial Selection Committee,
which is the only MBA committee to which members are
elected (the rest are open to virtually any interested MBA
member). The four (4) candidates are also experienced
lawyers who have been actively involved in MBA activity. For the record, you should also know that I was pleased
to appoint three other members of the Judicial Selection
Committee to replace those positions previously reserved
for MYLA. They are Ana Berrios, Dean Strang, and
Andrew Chevrez.
As you read this column, please remember to vote in
the MBA election. I look forward to seeing you at the
annual meeting on June 16, 2004 at the Italian Conference
Center.

Wauwatosa Public Library
Rebecca Himmelspach & Kim Montgomery

Site Volunteers
Neifor Acosta
Aaron Bernstein
John Birdsall
Remry D. Bitar
Ann T. Bowe
Maria Cadenas
Kristela Cervera
Cedric Cornwall
Corina Diaz-Suazo
Larry Dupree
Claudia Egan
Lori Eshelman
Michelle Fitzgerald
Maria Flores
Jane Garcia
Stephen Gigot
Isamari Gonzalez-Zayas
Barb Graham
Roberta Harris
Ann Jacobs
Steve Jelenchick
Lee Jones
Masud Kahn
Donald Kozvolsky
Karina Lopez

Pat McNally
Sarah McNally
Thomas Miller
Jeffrey Norman
John Nowell
Jennifer Ortiz
William Reddin
Amy Reichelt
Stephanie Riches
Joseph Rivas
Cuauhtemoc Rodriguez
Ernesto Romero
Miguel Salas
Charles Schmidt
Daniel Shneidman
Terese Singer
Barry Slagle
Sandee Stadler
Rick D. Steinberg
Tonya Trumm
Ronnie Vargas
Andres Velez
Benjamin Wagner
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Clockwise from upper right: (1) Judge Jeffrey Wagner, Judge Linda
Van De Water, Judge Jeffrey Conen; (2) Chief Justice Shirley
Abrahamson, Cathy Grogan, David Ziemer, Pamela Tillman, Justice
Ann Walsh Bradley; (3) Donna Kuchler, Judge Kathryn Foster and
Commissioner Linda Georgeson; (4) Judge Mary Kuhnmuench and
Ann Devine; (5) Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals Judge Ilana
Diamond Rovner delivering the keynote address.

Dear Professor Rosenstein
BY LAWRENCE SAVELL
CHADBOURNE & PARKE LLP
Editorial Note: The following manuscript, which was
unsolicited, is not standard Messenger fare. It is about
becoming a lawyer, becoming human, and the elusive goal
of becoming both at the same time. We hope you enjoy it,
and we hope it encourages the creative writers among our
own membership to submit their own fictional or non-fictional vignettes touching on the legal profession.
Dear Professor Rosenstein:
Let me begin by thanking you very much for the insight,
enthusiasm, and energy you clearly put into your teaching of
Introductory Taxation this semester. It was very obvious to me
that you enjoy this course, and that you make an extra effort
to reach out to all the students in your class, to ensure that
they understand the concepts being presented.
I am looking ahead with a considerable degree of mixed
feelings to graduation next week. While it would be a relief to
have this three-year and six-digit odyssey behind me, I am a bit
apprehensive of the next turns of the road: the bar exam and,
finally, actual law practice. I do feel that the Law School has
prepared me well for both these challenges, although I suspect
perhaps more completely for the former than the latter.
Like many of my classmates who desired to pursue such
a path, I was thankfully successful in landing a coveted associate position at a prominent law firm. I appreciate that the prestige and reputation of the Law School significantly helped
make it possible for my efforts to translate to such a job, which
might during the course of my projected life span actually
allow me to pay off at least the majority of my student loans.
From growing up watching rerun episodes of Perry
Mason, spending a couple of summers at firms doing primarily litigation work, and, perhaps most significantly, being told
throughout my life that I can be difficult to get along with, I
plan to be a litigator. Nevertheless, I thought it useful to be
exposed to a broad variety of legal disciplines, which is why I
picked for my last four credits your Introductory Taxation
course. Given that purpose, I did think it prudent to take the
class on a pass-fail basis.
I concede and apologize for the fact that I inordinately
focused my efforts this semester on the courses and activities
that most directly related to the work I plan to do, in particular the moot court competition and the law clinic. And I also
confess that I did allocate my energies and time more to those
courses that I was taking for a letter grade, although I was
convinced that, after seven years of college and grad school, I
knew what I needed to do and what kind of exam essays I
needed to write to comfortably earn that critical “P”. All of this
had the unfortunate result of my not always being prepared
for your class, and for actually missing class on far too many
occasions.
What I obviously regret most was missing your last week
of classes, including the class in which you apparently advised
that the final exam, which was placed before me over an hour
ago and remains untouched, would be not an essay exam, but
a computation exam requiring specific numerical calculations with particular results.
I have often heard people speak or write of time standing still, but I have never experienced or fully understood that
concept until this moment. But I am experiencing and understanding it incredibly well now. As I look around this massive
exam room (temporarily renamed during testing periods to
emphasize it is no longer a classroom where knowledge could
be obtained), with its cathedral-like ceilings and windows, I
see scores of my classmates scribbling furiously with their
originally sharpened pencils and pounding relentlessly the
keys of their trusty calculators.
Mine is the only head that is not looking down.
Knowing that passing this course would provide the last
credits I needed for what I believed to be the technicality of
graduation, I had prepared for it with no less (and arguably
even a bit more) rigor than I had for other classes I have
taken with such a grading option. I was prepared to discuss
eloquently the nature of tax law, and the positive and critical
public and social policies that often (but not always, regrettably) underlie it. For each of the concepts you taught, I had
come up with what I thought were compelling examples of the
arguments and implications on both sides, and airtight analysis to support the conclusions I had reached about them.

But these efforts are of no moment now. No examples,
reasoning, or creativity can guide my pen (in my ignorance, I
didn’t even bring a pencil) to generate the supportive calculations and magical final numbers you seek. I am at sea, with
(pursuant to your direction, also apparently issued during
those last classes, and abruptly enforced upon my arrival in
this room) no treatise, outline (original or commercial), or
notebook with which to paddle to safety.
I hear nothing except the sound of my own breathing.
And so I am doing the only thing I can do: I am filling
my exam book with this desperate, and knowingly futile, plea
for help.
I have no illusions that you will help me. Preparation is
(usually) rewarded with success, and failure to prepare adequately is (usually) met with the array of sanctions designed
to deter such behavior from occurring again in those that are
properly fearful.
I cannot begin to imagine (although I of course am) how
my family, and my friends, will react to my getting a failing
grade and not graduating. I’ve recklessly let those who care
about me down — those who have sacrificed to give me
opportunities that they were not given, those who encouraged
me and who looked forward to rejoicing in my having succeeded. And even if they are charitable, I have no delusions
that my law firm (or any law firm) would be.
How could I have been so stupid? I think of the fallen
trapeze artist in the Judy Collins song, “Send In The Clowns,”
and ask myself how I could have lost my balance this late in
my academic career, literally when the bar is in sight.
Finally, I do thank you for reading this, if indeed you
have (surely many in your position would have stopped and
slapped on the “F” pages ago). I’m not sure I could have
made it through these four hours without writing something,
without being able to concentrate on something other than
trying to work up the courage to leave this room early, perhaps four hours early.
I suspect that this letter (or whatever it is; it surely is not
the answers to the questions you have asked) at this point
may be more for me as an exercise in self-flagellation and
self-analysis than it will be for you in making any decision
other than the expected one. But at least my exam booklet is
not blank. I can for the moment join my classmates who are
now rising to hand in their calculation-filled volumes, all of
whom appear to be smiling, presumably through some combination of glee and relief. I obviously feel neither. I feel only
emptiness.
Sincerely yours,
Nicholas Bennett
***
Dear Mr. Bennett:
This is the first occasion in my 45 years of teaching that
I have returned an exam booklet to a student, but I thought it
necessary and appropriate to respond to your words directly
and in kind.
Obviously, as a teacher, I am dismayed that you did not
devote the necessary efforts to my class. No professor wants to
acknowledge that a student has been a failure in his or her
course, because, if even to a small degree, it means the
teacher has also failed. But students do fail, and teachers do
issue failing grades, no matter how reluctantly.
I am not completely unsympathetic to your situation. I
have to confess that, even to this day, and although there is no
personal historical basis for it, I occasionally (and usually
during particularly stressful periods) have the recurrent and
still horrific nightmare in which I find myself in a final exam
for which I am totally unprepared. Perhaps all lawyers do.
As you may or may not know, this was also my last class
at the Law School. Last December, after 52 years of marriage,
my beloved wife, Faith, passed away. I have tried to carry on
the routines of my life, in particular the teaching that has for
so long given me so much pleasure and satisfaction, but I
have found that it is impossible to experience those feelings
without her.
When I first took this position, my wife, a very charitable
and forgiving person, asked me to make her a promise: that
I would never fail a student. And, frankly, before this semester, there was never really a situation where I had to test the
resolve of that oath. But obviously there is now.

But there are many oaths in my life. Another is the oath
to maintain the standards and principles upon which this
institution and others like it are built, and to which students
as well as faculty strive to conform their behavior. I take these
requirements very seriously, as we should.
Thus, I cannot simply and offhandedly say, “Oh, what
the heck!” But perhaps the analysis should not stop there.
I do believe you have done a degree of preparation for
this exam, although obviously you have not done enough. In
terms of its relation to the correct responses, your answer
booklet unavoidably warrants a failing grade.
But you have taken this opportunity to assess and discuss a variety of other matters. Although they bear no reasonable relation to Introductory Taxation, they (albeit belatedly)
reflect your recognition and understanding of the need for
proper preparation and diligence, the responsibilities inherent when others depend upon you, and the value of balancing
out competing demands. You echo feelings of despair that
countless clients who find themselves in apparently hopeless
situations experience, until they are comforted by the support
of knowledgeable and reliable counsel on and at their side.
And you present your sentiments in a reasoned and compelling way.
I have always felt that those who want to be litigators
should, as part of their training, have their own deposition
taken, so they can feel firsthand the terror a first-time witness
experiences. Those who plan to be criminal defense counsel
should spend a few hours being “processed” in the criminal
justice system, so that they can gain a modicum of understanding of what their clients are going through.
As you may be aware, during my career I have, in addition to this course, also taught a variety of small-group practical and practice-oriented seminars, on such subjects as
Legal Negotiation, Legal Ethics, Lawyers and Their Clients,
Equity, and Remedies. It could be argued that you have
demonstrated that you have learned much of what I have
attempted to convey in these seminars, although of course
you have technically never taken them. And so, with perhaps
a generous helping of logical extrapolation, I can justify viewing your exam as meeting the requirements by which I could
have issued a passing grade in a couple of those two-credit
courses.
So, following that reasoning, I believe I can, in good conscience, essentially transfer these credits and pass you in this
class.
But please do not consider this a free ride. I strongly
hope you will appreciate it as one who suffers a sudden but
thankfully transitory chest pain heeds it as a fortuitous warning sign, and does everything in his power to prevent himself
from experiencing such terror again. Your clients and your
colleagues will be relying upon you, and you cannot let them,
or yourself, down again.
You cite songs; I cite movies. I find myself watching a lot
of them lately, and what comes to mind is the scene in Wall
Street where Hal Holbrook’s fatherly character advises the
about-to-be-arrested young hotshot played by Charlie Sheen:
“Man looks in the abyss, there’s nothing staring back at him.
At that moment, man finds his character. And that is what
keeps him out of the abyss.”
Stay out of the abyss.
And perhaps down the road, when you are a senior partner or a general counsel (or even a law professor), and a
young underling messes up, you will give him or her similar
heartfelt advice and a similar second chance.
That’s all I wanted to say. Please read these words carefully (as I suspect you have), and perhaps read them a second
time. Then find a nice open space away from other combustible materials and burn this booklet, so that the only
record of its contents will be in your and my memory.
And never forget them.
Have a great career, and congratulations on your
upcoming graduation.
Sincerely yours,
Professor Simon Rosenstein
Lawrence Savell is counsel at Chadbourne &
Parke LLP in New York. This article originally
appeared in Washington Lawyer.

